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BY CHRISTOPHER REIN
he Battle of Kasserine Pass
h become legendary in
ha
has
A
American
military circles,
es
especially
among proponents of peacetime preparedness in
the post–World War II Army. In its
first test against the Germans, the
Army endured a significant setback,
suffering hundreds of casualties and
losing thousands of men captured in a
German counterattack engineered by
the vaunted Desert Fox himself, Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel. The episode
serves both progressive narratives, of
an Army that picked itself up off the
mat and went on to vanquish its opponent, as well as advocates of greater
peacetime preparedness and training,
to avoid repeats in future wars, where
the first battle might be the only bat-

tle.1 It also serves to reinforce the Army’s emphasis on leadership, as one
man, Maj. Gen. Lloyd R. Fredendall,
has suffered the lion’s share of the
blame for the reverses, fitting neatly
within a service narrative that prizes
heroic combat leadership as an arbiter
of battle. Focusing on American failure at Kasserine also helps the star of
Fredendall’s replacement, Maj. Gen.
George S. Patton Jr., shine brighter
by comparison, Patton’s principal
biographer, Martin Blumenson,
has become Kasserine’s preeminent
chronicler. But Kasserine defies easy
explanation. Extenuating factors degraded the II Corps’ performance in
the battle and deserve detailed analysis to examine how organizations
function in successful operations

and how leaders handle the many
challenges faced—not least among
them personnel management—when
things do not go according to plan.

BACKGROUND: THE II CORPS

The U.S. Army II Corps’ history
dates back to the First World War
when the corps was part of the British
Third Army in the “Hundred Days”
offensive that culminated in the breach
of the German Hindenburg Line. This
joint service is represented on the
corps’ insignia, an American eagle
and a British lion flanking a roman
numeral “II.”
The II Corps, after serving as a National Guard headquarters during the
interwar years, was reactivated by thee
7
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, shown here as a four-star general, stops for a
noontime mess during an inspection tour in Tunisia in 1943.

Maj. Gen. Orlando Ward, c. 19422
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War Department at Fort Jay in New
York Harbor in August 1940. The
corps’ mission was commanding the
divisions being mobilized to raise the
Army’s level of preparedness in light
of the conflict then raging in Europe.
The unit participated in the Carolina
maneuvers in the fall of 1941, “during
which the Corps, by now under command of [Maj. Gen.] Lloyd R. Fredendall, gained a reputation for able staff
planning.”2 During the maneuvers,
Fredendall faced an almost identical
scenario as the one the Allies would
later see in Tunisia: a large, infantryheavy army (of which Fredendall was
a part) advancing against a smaller but
more heavily mechanized and therefore more agile foe, with his notional
opposition then provided by the same
1st Armored Division later assigned to
his command.
By virtue of its proximity to ports
of embarkation, planners selected the
II Corps, now under the command
of Maj. Gen. Mark W. Clark, to be
the first corps headquarters shipped
overseas to command the American
divisions slated for the buildup in the
United Kingdom in preparation for
the eventual cross-channel attack onto
the European continent. Fredendall,
disappointed not to be going overseas,
took command of the newly formed
XI Corps in Chicago. Realizing how
disappointed Fredendall was, the
Army Chief of Staff, General George C.
Marshall, wrote to him explaining that
the II Corps was destined for a special
project which Clark had been instrumental in planning.3 Clark ascended to
become the deputy to Lt. Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower, the commander of the
North African Theater of Operations;
Marshall objected to Clark’s projected
replacement, Maj. Gen. Russell P. Hartle, because the II Corps commander
would lead the invasion forces destined
for Oran, Morocco. Marshall offered
Eisenhower the services of “practically
anyone you name” from among the
corps commanders currently in the
states: Maj. Gens. William H. Simpson,
Courtney H. Hodges, John P. Lucas,
and Fredendall. From that list, Eisenhower selected Fredendall. It has been
suggested that Marshall and Lt. Gen.
Lesley J. McNair, then commanding the
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Army Ground Forces, pushed Fredendall on Eisenhower. But Fredendall’s
reputation, largely gained in training
the 4th Infantry Division and in corps
command in the Carolina maneuvers,
likely tipped the scales.4
In the Second World War, the
strength of the bond that formed between the British and their II Corps
allies would be sorely tested when
General Fredendall suffered a humiliating defeat that, after the war, he
blamed on the commander of the British First Army, Lt. Gen. Kenneth A. N.
Anderson. According to Fredendall,
Anderson had micromanaged II Corps
and repeatedly divided it into so many
parts and dispersed it so widely that
it was incapable of action, especially
when facing the strong German counterattack at Kasserine.5 After the war,
even the British official history agreed,
admitting that Fredendall’s “freedom
to act was in many ways restricted by
1st Army [sic].”6
Indeed, if there is anything to be
learned about corps command and
leadership from the II Corps, it is in
managing relationships with senior
and subordinate commanders. In
addition to the tension between the
corps and army commanders, serious
rifts also developed between division
and corps commanders, most notably
between Fredendall and Maj. Gen.
Orlando Ward, who commanded the
1st Armored Division. The dispute
was mostly over the way Fredendall,
at Anderson’s direction, had dispersed
and detached Ward’s command, leaving him little more to command than

a division headquarters with support
units. This friction was exacerbated by
supposedly neutral observers sent by
Eisenhower, third parties who were
themselves ambitious and anxious
for a combat command. This led to an
almost complete breakdown within II
Corps and the eventual relief of both
Fredendall and Ward.

OPERATION TORCH

When President Franklin D. Roosevelt and British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill approved the
Operation Torch landings in North
Africa for November 1942, the II
Corps, as the only corps headquarters
then in the United Kingdom, became
the planning organization for one of
the three landings, designated the
Center Task Force and destined for
Oran. General Patton’s Western Task
Force sailed directly from the states
for Morocco, while a British headquarters led the Eastern Task Force
at Algiers.
At the same time, the II Corps underwent a series of levies on its personnel, with staff officers siphoned off to
man Eisenhower’s Allied Force headquarters, including General Clark. As
one historian of early mobilization
efforts put it, “Expansion on such a
scale entailed the cannibalization of
the field-ready armies, corps, and
divisions so laboriously built up in
the course of the 1941 training and
maneuvers program.”7
As a result, the II Corps staff had to
be rebuilt under the new commander,

General Fredendall, who reported less
than a month before the landings.
Most of the staff replacements were
new and all were inexperienced. The
chief of staff, Col. John A. Dabney,
was a 1926 graduate of the University
of Kentucky Reserve Officers’ Training Corps program and the G–3, Col.
Robert A. Hewitt, was a 1932 graduate
of West Point. The G–2, Col. Benjamin
A. Dickson, also a West Point graduate, spent most of the interwar period
as a reservist, and Fredendall’s aide,
Capt. James R. Webb, was a civilian
the summer before. The staff became
known as “Fredendall’s kindergarten,”
and the corps commander himself
remarked, “By God, I am going to war
surrounded by children!”8 Despite
this, Fredendall took over an advanced
planning effort, and successfully directed the corps headquarters in the
landings, functioning as an embarked
Task Force headquarters aboard the
command ship HMS Largs.
Center Task Force’s objective was
the city of Oran, which was defended
by the Vichy French garrison. Two airfields just beyond the city, La Senia and
Tafraoui, were scheduled for assault by
an airborne battalion, the 2d Battalion
of the 509th Infantry, 82nd Airborne
Division, flying directly from the
United Kingdom under the command
of Lt. Col. Edson O. Raff. The airborne
landings largely miscarried, due to the
aircraft being scattered enroute and
confusion over whether a “peace plan”
(no French resistance, air-landed on
the airfield) or “war plan” (active resistance, combat drop over the airfield)
9

was in force. The amphibious landings,
a classic double envelopment, featured
deployments by a portion of Combat
Command Bravo (CCB) of the 1st
Armored Division and the 1st Infantry
Division’s 26th Infantry Regiment at
Cape Figalo and Les Andalouses, respectively, west of Oran, and the 16th
and 18th Infantry Regiments of the
1st Infantry Division, backed by the
remainder of CCB at Arzew, east of
Oran. After establishing themselves
ashore, both elements marched inland and assaulted the city from the
rear. Despite some early setbacks, the
landings achieved their objectives by
the third day, enabling Fredendall and
his staff to land and enter the city, with
Fredendall riding in one of the first
tanks. For the next two months the II
Corps would command a rear area,
feeding corps units into the fighting
farther east in Tunisia and administering the Allied-controlled territory on
behalf of the French.
Initially, American forces, especially those under General Patton in
Morocco, were to watch Spanish Morocco and prepare to respond to any
attempts to close the Strait of Gibraltar
by Spain’s ostensibly neutral, but in
reality pro-Fascist, leader Francisco
Franco, which would cripple the Allied
10
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General Montgomery watches
his tanks on the move during
Operation TORCH in North
Africa, November 1942.

Field Marshal
hal Rommel ((third
third from left)
leftt) and members of his staff,
staff c.c 1943
logistic situation. But by early January, as more American units joined
the fighting farther east in Tunisia,
Eisenhower elected to send a corps
headquarters forward to direct the
growing number of American units
assigned there. In Eisenhower’s memoirs, he suggested that Patton would
have been his first choice but, because
most of the units had initially belonged
to the II Corps and because Fredendall’s staff was then over a thousand
miles closer to the front than Patton’s,
the II Corps won the job. Patton was
busy training U.S. units and planning
for what would become the Operation
Husky landings in Sicily—undertaken
less than two months after the end of
combat operations in Tunisia—but
was bitter at being passed over for the
combat command.9

TUNISIA
Fredendall established his corps
headquarters in a narrow canyon
near the Algeria-Tunisia border,
in what became known as “Speedy
Valley” after the corps’ radio call
sign. In an effort to protect against
frequent air attacks, Fredendall ordered two companies of engineers
to blast tunnels deep into the canyon
walls, which later led to charges that
Fredendall lacked courage. Fredendall’s aide, Captain Webb, offered a
different interpretation, suggesting
that Fredendall ordered the tunneling primarily to keep idle engineers
busy, but that the new quarters would
provide additional protection against
the elements. The corps staff suffered
terribly in poorly heated tents while

blasting was underway, with several,
including Webb, contracting serious
and debilitating illnesses during the
coldest months of the year. American
forces were operating at the end of a
logistical shoestring, and quartermasters had shipped few winter supplies
to counter the chilly days and snowy
nights high in the Atlas Mountains, to
what they assumed was a warm desert
in Africa. Fredendall began rotating
staff members through an advanced
headquarters further south in Gafsa,
in a broad valley reaching to the edge
of the Sahara, in part to give his staff
an opportunity to “thaw out” from the
chill encountered in Speedy Valley.
The II Corps mission was to protect
the right flank of the British First
Army’s line, facing the German and
Italian forces defending Tunisia. At
the same time as the Torch landings,
General Bernard Montgomery’s British Eighth Army had defeated Field
Marshal Rommel’s forces at the Battle
of El Alamein, beginning a three-

month-long pursuit that culminated
in the capture of Tripoli in January
1943. The II Corps was to link up with
the Eighth Army when it arrived on
the Libya-Tunisia frontier and provide flank protection, but Fredendall
hoped for a more active role, planning
a series of probes in preparation for
what he hoped would be a larger-scale
offensive that would drive through to
the coast, preventing Rommel from
uniting with the Axis forces farther
north in Tunisia. Eisenhower presented the plan, named Operation
Satin, at the Casablanca conference
in January, but the combined chiefs
of staff felt it was too ambitious and
that the II Corps lacked the strength
to hold what would be an exposed
salient jutting into Axis lines.
As a result, the corps assumed a defensive mission with units widely scattered across a broad front. The Germans, demonstrating the advantages
of an active defense, counterattacked
at the weakest sector of the Allied lines,

U.S. Army

British First Army commander General Anderson (left)t and
Maj Gen.
Maj.
Gen Omar NN. Bradley in Tunisia,
Tunisia cc. 1943

where a poorly equipped French corps
linked the main British forces in the
north with the II Corps in the south.
As a result of Allied advances at both
Faid and Fondouk Pass in late January,
General Anderson detached elements
of the II Corps, including CCB of
the 1st Armored Division to support
the French and placed a second unit,
Combat Command Romeo, in reserve
to clear up any penetrations. By early
February the II Corps controlled only
two battalions of the 168th Infantry of
the 34th Infantry Division as Anderson placed the other two regiments
and the division headquarters in the
French sector, along with Combat
Command Alpha (CCA) of the 1st
Armored Division and a French Division. All along the Allied line General
Anderson had mixed units by type
and nationality, complicating logistics
and preventing the concentration of
either a powerful striking force or,
as Eisenhower particularly desired, a
mobile reserve.
General Ward, in particular, resented having two-thirds of his division
taken from him and having the defensive positions for the remainder dictated to him by corps headquarters. In
a similar manner, General Anderson
directed that two battalions of the
168th Infantry, of Maj. Gen. Charles
W. Ryder’s 34th Infantry Division, be
posted on isolated hills in the rear of
Faid Pass where they would be able to
defend against weak German patrols.
However, they were also at risk of
being cut off and surrounded in the
event of a strong thrust through the
pass.10 Both Ward and Ryder later
blamed Fredendall for the dismemberment of their divisions, as the
order came down bearing his name.
At the very least, they felt he was
guilty of insufficiently protesting the
action to Anderson and, if necessary,
the American theater commander.
However, for Fredendall, the first
choice risked precipitating another
British-American row, about which
Eisenhower had already counseled
him. The latter required jumping the
chain of command, which was also
unlikely to bring about harmonious
relations between the British and
American commanders.
11

THE BATTLE OF KASSERINE PASS
Unfortunately for the men of the
34th Infantry Division, their worst
fears were confirmed when a German armored thrust broke through
the Faid Pass on the morning of 14
February, surrounding the isolated
positions that were too far apart
for mutual support and brushing
aside the armored units intended
to link them together. Fredendall
immediately ordered a counterattack to clear up the situation but,
with only a tank battalion under his
direct control, General Ward could
do little against elements of two
battle-experienced German armored
divisions that outnumbered him
two-to-one. Fredendall also asked
for the release of Brig. Gen. Paul M.
Robinette’s experienced CCB from
the British First Army but received
only one battalion of tanks from
General Anderson, who remained
convinced that the German attack
through the Faid Pass was only a
diversion and that the main attack
would come farther north in the
French or British sectors.
Fredendall’s staff had correctly
divined the Germans’ intentions—
combining intelligence gleaned from
aerial reconnaissance and radio
intercepts—to place the bulk of the
enemy armor opposite the II Corps.
Unfortunately, Colonel Dickson, the
II Corps G–2, had been unable to
convince Anderson of the likelihood
of this scenario during a lengthy
meeting at the II Corps headquarters
on 13 February.11 Dickson’s forceful
arguments had no effect on Anderson, who emerged from their meeting
saying, “Well, young man, at least I
can’t shake you,” but later told Fredendall, “You have an alarmist and
a pessimist for a G–2.”12 Anderson
and Eisenhower both tended to rely
excessively on Ultra intercepts,
which had revealed an earlier plan
for an attack in the north but had
been superseded by events.13 After the
Battle of Kasserine Pass, Eisenhower
asked for a replacement for his British
intelligence chief, Brigadier Eric E.
Mockler-Ferryman, belatedly realizing that he should have placed greater
12
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trust in estimates from Fredendall’s
young but capable staff.
After meeting with Anderson and
Eisenhower at the II Corps headquarters on the evening of 13 February, Fredendall left for Gafsa arriving
around 0100 on 14 February. Rommel’s twin thrust was set to jump off
in just a few hours; the first through
the more distant Faid Pass, blocked
by elements of the 34th Infantry
Division and the 1st Armored Division sufficient to delay the Axis in
that sector, and the second on Gafsa,
the more critical area. As reports
came in, including one confirming
the German order of battle opposing him, Fredendall ordered the
remainder of CCA, which had been
blocking the road at Gafsa, to rejoin
its parent command farther north.
Without sufficient forces, Gafsa and
the vital airfields at Thelepte would
have to be abandoned, initiating a
long overdue contraction of the II
Corps’ overextended front.
Having apprised Anderson of his
estimate of the situation, Fredendall
had no choice but to continue to
defend his exposed position with the
limited troops available. Rather than
brood in his headquarters throughout
the battle, as some historians have implied, Fredendall made several trips
to the front. His first visit was on the
night of 14 February to Gafsa in the
south, the site of the main German
attack, and to the defensive line in
front of vital Allied airfields at Thelepte. The loss of Gafsa would open a
shortcut to the Allied supply dumps
at Tebessa through Bou Chebka, then
held only by a French division and
a few American Rangers. While the
penetrations at Faid and Kasserine
would attract the most attention, due
to the heavy American losses there,
the back door to Tebessa remained
a critical vulnerability in the Allied
defenses, and—largely as a result of
his personal reconnaissance in that
sector—Fredendall wisely gambled
on leaving it only lightly defended in
order to funnel reinforcements into
the battles further east. After the loss
of Gafsa and Thelepte, Fredendall
actually shifted his headquarters forward, from Speedy Valley to an old

school at Le Kouif, centrally located
to the fighting along the contracting front. This relocation facilitated
another visit to the threatened area
behind Kasserine, where Fredendall
personally placed General Robinette’s
CCB in the positions from which it
finally halted the German drive.14
Upon arriving back at Speedy Valley and hearing of the 1st Armored
Division’s repulse at Faid, Fredendall lobbied Anderson for the return
of CCB to the 1st Armored so that
Ward could make a stronger counterattack the next day and relieve the
now isolated battalions of the 34th
Infantry Division. Anderson refused,
but did release one tank battalion,
which would only be enough to replace Ward’s losses thus far and was
unlikely to rescue the situation. In
fact, the piecemealing of units was a
significant factor in the mismanagement of the entire Kasserine battle
defeat and one of the principal lessons
learned. The preeminent historian of
Kasserine, Blumenson, pointed out
that, in subsequent battles, “commanders decided to employ units as
units instead of parceling them out
in small segments,” and future corps
commanders, including Patton and
Maj. Gen. Omar N. Bradley, with
the theater commander’s support,
established that “the policy of [the]
II Corps was to keep the division
concentrated.”15
Fredendall’s aide, Captain Webb
later related, “There was no sleep in
Speedy Valley that night. Staff officers were going and coming in jeeps,
checking personally on troop movements and visiting the command
posts of the troops in position.”
With two widely dispersed threatened sectors, Fredendall remained
in his central position to direct the
withdrawal in the south. General
Anderson ordered the withdrawal
to take place over two nights, but
Fredendall wisely amended it to
just one given the speed of the German force’s advance and the need
to counter the attacks to the east.
Webb continued, “Their chiefs,
under the CG’s direction, were planning a counterattack for the relief
of the surrounded battalions. It was

a forlorn hope, but along with the
battalion of tanks from CCB had
come an Army directive to restore
the situation, so Corps was going to
make the attempt.”16
Unfortunately, the second attack
by the 1st Armored Division was
equally disastrous, resulting in the
wrecking of the division and the loss
of Sbeїtla, the main town between
Faid and Kasserine Passes. The
defeat also opened the road west
to Tebessa and north to Sbiba, the
right flank of the French sector, then
held by elements of the 1st Infantry
Division and new British reinforcements belatedly rushed south. As the
Army’s official history noted, “With
the loss of Sbeїtla, the II Corps had

experienced the consequences of an
overextended defense and a successful concentration of enemy force.”17
The II Corps began hastily organizing a defense of Kasserine Pass but
had only the shattered remnants of
1st Armored Division, plus one battalion of the 1st Infantry Division
and a regiment of engineers. Fredendall rushed this stopgap force into
the breach. Anderson also swung
into action, pushing reinforcements
to both Sbiba and Thala in the north.
Fredendall’s request for reinforcements also shook loose the divisional
artillery of the 9th Infantry Division, then far to the rear in Algeria,
which would have a decisive impact
on the defense of Thala. However,
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at Kasserine there were simply too
few Americans to hold the pass.
The engineers and 1st Infantry Division troops, named “Stark Force,”
successfully delayed the Germans
for two days at the pass, inflicting
casualties and slowing the enemy’s
timetable. Though Rommel’s forces
would eventually push through the
pass on the morning of 20 February,
almost a full week had elapsed since
the beginning of the offensive. The
II Corps had covered the vital approaches into the Army’s rear and
bought time for reinforcements to
reach the threatened area.

HALTING THE BREAKTHROUGH

By 19 February, “General Fredendall’s corps was split into three forces
along the Western Dorsal with a fourth
in a supporting position on the south
flank and a fifth being brought into
position during the following night.”18
As the Germans broke through, the
II Corps organized another defensive line at Djebel Hamra, with the
remnants of the force from the pass
VWL൵HQHGE\*HQHUDO5RELQHWWH¶V&&%
%ULWLVK IRUFHV EDFNHG E\ $PHULFDQ
DUWLOOHU\ PHW WKH EUXQW RI WKH WKUXVW
RXWVLGH 7KDOD DQG GHVSLWH KHDY\
losses and being pushed back almost
WRWKHWRZQLWVHOIKHOGWKHOLQHWKHUH
5RPPHO ZDV EHJLQQLQJ WR UHDFK KLV
culminating point and lacked the comEDWSRZHUWRFRQWLQXHWKHR൵HQVLYH,Q
DGGLWLRQ0RQWJRPHU\¶VOHDGHOHPHQWV
ZHUHFORVLQJXSWR5RPPHO¶VEORFNLQJ
position in southern Tunisia, requiring
WKHUHWXUQRIKLVPRELOHHOHPHQWVWKHUH
%HOLHYLQJKHKDGDFKLHYHGKLVREMHFtive of a spoiling attack that bought
space and time in his rear area but
IUXVWUDWHGWKDWKHZDVXQDEOHWRLQÀLFW
DODUJHUGHIHDWRQWKH$OOLHV5RPPHO
SXOOHGEDFNWKURXJKWKHSDVV7KH,,
Corps had rolled with the punch, sufIHULQJKHDY\FDVXDOWLHVLQWKHRSHQLQJ
phases due to the piecemeal commitment of its assigned units and the overZKHOPLQJHQHP\IRUFHWKURZQDJDLQVW
LW%XWWKHFRUSVKDGDOVRSUHYHQWHG
a larger disaster, protecting the more
LPSRUWDQWDLU¿HOGVDQGVXSSO\EDVHDW
7HEHVVDDQGSUHYHQWLQJ5RPPHOIURP
UROOLQJXSWKH$OOLHGOLQHVWRWKHQRUWK
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the Allied strategic situation was none
WKHZRUVHIRUZHDU

AFTERMATH

Unfortunately for Fredendall, his
corps had lost substantial numbers
of men and materiel and temporarily given up important jumping-off
positions. Before the battle was over
the Allied command began searching for a place to lay the blame and
for someone to accept accountability. General Anderson, the overall
commander, had left the corps in
an exposed position and ignored accurate intelligence that might have
allowed it to pull back to more defensible positions with fewer losses.
But Eisenhower was straining to establish positive relations between the
coalition partners, and an American
theater commander sacking a British
army commander was unlikely to
further those goals. Eisenhower did
bring, in a prearranged move, General Sir Harold R. L. G. Alexander
from Egypt and put him in command
of the 18th Army Group, containing
Anderson’s First Army and Montgomery’s Eighth Army. This removed
the campaign from Anderson’s direct
control and, although he was allowed
to finish out the battle in Tunisia, he
never again received an important
field command.
Within the II Corps, Fredendall’s
poor working relationships with
his subordinates had consequences.
General Ward, commanding the 1st
Armored Division, had watched the
Germans destroy his division piece
by piece. Replacement M4 Sherman
tanks arrived daily, but the veteran
crews were gone. The losses undoubtedly had an effect on Ward, and
Fredendall considered relieving him.
Cabling Eisenhower on the evening
of 19 February, he wrote, “Ward appears tired out and worried and has
informed me that to bring new tanks
in would be the same as turning them
over to the Germans.”19:KLOH:DUG¶V
DVVHVVPHQWPD\KDYHEHHQDFFXUDWH
HVSHFLDOO\LIWKHFRUSVDQGDUP\FRQtinued to commit his division piece14
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meal, his defeatism did not sit well
ZLWK)UHGHQGDOO7KHPHVVDJHFRQWLQued, “Under these circumstances do
not think he should continue in command although he has done the best he
FRXOG1HHGVRPHRQHZLWKWZR¿VWV
LPPHGLDWHO\ 6XJJHVW 7UXVFRWW´20
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Eisenhower had other ideas. Maj.
Gen. Ernest M. Harmon, who graduated two years behind Eisenhower
at West Point and commanded the
2d Armored Division in Morocco,
was widely recognized as an expert
on armored warfare. Eisenhower
summoned him and, according to
Harmon, told him to report to the
II Corps headquarters where, based
on his assessment of the situation,
he was to relieve either Ward or

Fredendall. Harmon responded,
“Well, make up your mind, Ike. I
can’t do both!” 21 Despite chiding
his subordinates for “spending too
much time in their headquarters
and not having sufficient situational
awareness of what was transpiring
at the front,” Eisenhower, in this
case, was apparently guilty of the
same offense. Although reluctant to
interfere in his British Army commander’s force dispositions (he did
later tell General Marshall that they
“were not completely in accord with
my instructions”), he was about to
send a replacement officer to relieve
either a division or corps commander,
only he was unsure which.22 Harmon
arrived after Fredendall had already
positioned the units that would halt
the enemy offensive, but the corps
commander did hand him control
of one of the two widely dispersed
blocking forces the corps controlled,
freeing Fredendall to monitor events
on the opposite flank. Harmon eventually recommended Fredendall’s
relief, but when Eisenhower offered
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General Patton watches American tanks advancing against Axis forces in Tunisia
Tunisia, 1943
1943.
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General Bradley, shown here shortly before arriving in North Africa, c. 1942

Harmon the job he demurred, realizing that it would be unethical to take
the job of a man whose firing he had
just recommended. On 6 March 1943,
newly promoted Lt. Gen. George
Patton succeeded Fredendall as the
commander of the II Corps. When
Patton finally decided to relieve Ward
a month later, Harmon received command of the 1st Armored Division,
then the only American armored division in action against the Germans.
During the pursuit phase of the
battle, Eisenhower also sent General
Bradley to visit the II Corps. Bradley
had flown directly from northwest
Florida—where his 28th Infantry Division had been undergoing amphibious
training on the Gulf of Mexico’s shores
at Camp Gordon Johnston—with
only a brief stopover in Washington,
D.C., to get Marshall’s appraisal of the
situation. Bradley’s assessment of Fredendall’s leadership was disparaging.
In A General’s Life: An Autobiography
(New York, 1983), Bradley relayed
General Truscott’s description of
Fredendall as,
Small in stature, loud and rough
in speech, he was outspoken in his
opinions and critical of superiors
and subordinates alike. He was
inclined to jump at conclusions
which were not always well founded.
He rarely left his command post
for personal reconnaissances and
visits yet he was impatient with the
recommendations of subordinates
more familiar with the terrain and
other conditions than he was. General Fredendall had no confidence in
the French, no liking for the British
in general and General Anderson
in particular, and little more for
some of his own subordinate commanders.23

Bradley added to Truscott’s estimate,
“His ‘command post’ was an embarrassment to every American soldier:
a deep underground shelter dug or
blasted by two hundred engineers
in an almost inaccessible canyon far
to the rear, near Tebessa. It gave the
impression that, for all his bombast
and bravado, Fredendall was lacking
in personal courage.”24
15

From Constantine, [Maj. Gen.
Walter] Bedell Smith, my aides
and I jeeped to Fredendall’s new
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Truscott’s assessment, due to his
success during the war and long influence after, has been repeated almost
verbatim by successive historians of
Kasserine. Yet each of these charges,
when viewed from Fredendall’s perspective, has a logical explanation.
Commanders frequently have to
make decisions based on incomplete
information. Given the dispersed nature of his units, he could not always
wait for perfect information before
acting. In the balance, his management of the battle was sound, as he
correctly redeployed units to keep
Rommel away from his biggest prize.
His front stretched thin, limited personal reconnaissance, abysmal road
network and undependable transportation, coupled with a strained communications network over unreliable
radios, meant that trips to the extreme
ends of his lines could put him out of
touch with other parts of the battle for
hours. Yet, he did make two personal
reconnaissance missions to the front
during the most critical phases of the
battle, once at the opening to Gafsa
and again at the conclusion to Djebel
Hamra and Thala. He was correct to
place no confidence in the demoralized and underequipped French,
and Anderson’s mismanagement,
both in refusing to permit a tactical
withdrawal and in withholding the
units Fredendall needed to defend the
overstretched front, was a contributing factor in the battle. Fredendall’s
row with Ward has acquired legendary status, but Patton himself fired
Ward a month after taking command,
suggesting that the disagreements
between the two during the battle
were not entirely Fredendall’s fault.
And, once his lines shifted, Fredendall abandoned his “underground
bunker,” just a few days into the battle
and advanced his command post
forward to a more central location.
Why would Bradley feel it necessary to engage in character assassination decades after the battle? Further
evidence comes from Bradley’s own
memoir, where he reports that,

A view of Bizerte Harbor
Harbor, cc. 1942–1943
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II Corps headquarters at Djebel
Kouif, about fifteen miles north
of Tebessa. It was freezing cold in
Tunisia, [the original justification
for the underground headquarters]
but Fredendall’s reception was
colder than the weather. He lived in
a comfortable home and, by military
custom, should have invited me to
share it. Instead, I was banished to a
shabby windowless “hotel” with no
amenities, quarters unsuitable even
for a second lieutenant.”25

Bradley would have been wise to
consider the “quarters” most second
lieutenants then involved in the
battle were inhabiting—a shallow,
mud-filled hole, if they had time to
scrape one out. Fredendall probably
would not want a “spy,” which Bradley freely admitted he was, snooping
around his headquarters and certainly not sharing his quarters, denying him any sort of privacy. Before
even leaving for Tunisia, Bradley
was aware that “my mission did not
endear me to the Commander of
[the] II Corps,” as Bradley would be

“regarded as an odious spy for Ike,
carrying tales outside the chain of
command. Any suggested corrections from a rank newcomer from
an exalted rear-echelon headquarters
would be bitterly resented and probably ignored or laughed at behind
my back.”26
While in Tunisia, Bradley also visited the 1st Armored Division, commanded by “Orlando Ward, my friend
from West Point and my former boss
on Marshall’s secretariat,” and shared
notes with “my War College classmate” General Harmon, and “an old
friend, [Maj. Gen.] Terry de la Mesa
Allen [also a West Point graduate],”
whom Bradley also found it necessary
to relieve months later in Sicily while
Allen was still commanding the 1st
Infantry Division. On 5 March, when
Eisenhower came to visit the II Corps
to relieve Fredendall, Bradley was
absent, visiting Maj. Gen. Manton S.
Eddy’s 9th Infantry Division and alleged that Fredendall, “discourteously
had not informed me” of Eisenhower’s
visit. As a result, “after my useless
two-hour jeep ride, I arrived back

at II Corps frozen to the marrow.”27
Whether Fredendall’s slight was real
or perceived, it did not further endear
him to Bradley. In a private conversation with Eisenhower, during which
Bradley recommended Fredendall’s
relief, Bradley learned that he was to
become the II Corps’ deputy commander under Patton but would be
promoted to corps command after a
short time to free Patton up to resume
his planning for Sicily. In essence,
Bradley had just done what Harmon
refused to do—recommend the relief
of an officer so that he could move up
and assume that position.

FREDENDALL’S RELIEF

After ultimately deciding not to
relieve Ward, Fredendall next found
his head on the chopping block. Immediately after the battle, Eisenhower
wired Fredendall, “This afternoon I
sent you a telegram expressing my
complete confidence in your leadership. I meant every word of it but we
must not blind ourselves to the serious defects that exist in our training,
and perhaps in certain instances, in
our organization,” though Eisenhower did admit that “I realize that
no American division has yet had an
opportunity to fight as a complete
unit.” A week later, Eisenhower reiterated, “There is no question at all
in my mind of you having proved
your right to command a separate
and fairly large American force on
the battlefield.” 28 This could have
just been an example of Eisenhower
trying to remain positive and offer
encouragement to a subordinate,
but it masked an underlying movement to engineer Fredendall’s relief.
Reports began trickling in, primarily
from “ministers without portfolios,”
including Truscott and Harmon,
of affairs at the II Corps headquarters. Truscott, for his part, reported
discord between Fredendall and
Anderson and between Fredendall
and Ward, saying, “Between General
Fredendall and General Ward there
developed an antipathy most unusual
in my experience. General Ward
came to believe that General Fredendall knew nothing about the employ-

ment of armor and was motivated by
personal animus in disregarding the
division commander and his recommendations. General Fredendall,
on the other hand, thought General
Ward was incompetent and personally disloyal to him.”29 In the end, the
inability to manage this personality
conflict would cost both men their
jobs.
On 4 March, Truscott spent the day
with Eisenhower and his chief of staff,
Maj. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, discussing the II Corps and the upcoming campaign. Truscott later recalled
that, “Asked for an opinion, I replied
that General Fredendall had lost the
confidence of his subordinates and
that I did not believe the Corps would
ever fight well under his command. I
also believed that General Fredendall
disliked and distrusted the British and
would never get on well under British command. I recommended that
General Eisenhower assign General
Patton to the command.”30 That day,
Eisenhower wired Marshall, “In the
past two days I have developed grave
doubts about Fredendall in his future
role . . . Fredendall is a good fighter,
energetic and self-confident and I have
encouraged him to the limit by the
fullest expressions of confidence in
his work. His difficulty is in handling
personnel in which field he is in constant trouble.”31 Upon hearing further
doubts from both Generals Alexander
and Harmon, Eisenhower decided to
make the change, not due to Fredendall’s performance in the last battle,
but more from the way the battle had
fractured relationships up and down
the chain of command, destroying
trust within the corps and threatening
its utility in the important battles to
come. The next day, 5 March, Patton
replaced Fredendall in command of
the II Corps and the following month,
when Patton took charge of the Seventh Army for the invasion of Sicily,
he rewarded Truscott by assigning
him command of 3d Infantry Division,
scheduled to lead that assault.
Patton marked his assumption
of command with a series of orders
that the troops described as “chickenshit”—wearing ties with combat
uniforms and $25 fines for not wearing

a helmet—a direct shot at Fredendall,
who had been photographed during
the battle wearing a knit “jeep cap” at
his frosty headquarters. Patton also
cleaned house on the II Corps staff.
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Gaffey, who would
later command the 4th Armored Division under Patton in the Battle of
the Bulge, replaced Colonel Dabney
as chief of staff while Col. Kent C.
Lambert temporarily took the G–3
job from Colonel Hewitt. Hewitt got
his old job back a month later when
Lambert took command of CCA in
the 2d Armored Division. Colonel
Dickson, saved by his astute judgment
in forecasting the Axis attack, kept his
G–2 post after several weeks of close
supervision.
Not all of the changes were positive, though. After a period of good
cooperation between the II Corps
and the XII Air Support Command,
which processed timely aerial reconnaissance requests for Dickson and
thus enabling more accurate intelligence assessments, the air-ground
relationship soured under Patton’s
leadership. According to Dickson,
under Fredendall, the XII Air Support
Command commander “[Brigadier]
General Paul L. Williams and his staff
lived with us and the most cordial relations had been maintained,” but under
Patton, the relationship deteriorated
to the point that the two headquarters
separated, which ran counter to the
best practices at the time. Dickson
reported, “it was more difficult for me
to request our aerial photography and
reconnaissance by telephone rather
than to run next door with an overlay
of the situation map. G–3, too, was
getting even less results with his air
support requests.”32 The relationship
declined to the point that Patton and
Air Vice Marshal Arthur Coningham,
commanding the Northwest African
Tactical Air Force, eventually had an
ugly exchange in their public situation reports, where Patton claimed
he had not received any air support
and Coningham replied by suggesting that the II Corps was not “battleworthy,” resulting in embarrassment
to both commands and frustrating
Eisenhower’s efforts at seamless Allied
cooperation.
17

The biggest changes to the II Corps
came in the way it was organized and
how it fought. Gone were the days
of piecemeal deployments along the
front. With the threat of Spanish intervention now firmly in the rearview,
units in Morocco and Algeria became
available. The 9th Infantry Division’s
three infantry regiments followed its
divisional artillery into the line, as
did the remainder of 34th Infantry
Division. The 34th now had the unenviable task of rebuilding its only
combat-experienced infantry regiment, reduced in the battle to a single
battalion, while “preparing the other
two regiments for battle, a liability that
would show in the coming campaign.
The corps finally assembled with full
divisions—both the 1st Infantry and
the 1st Armored Divisions, the units
credited with successfully repelling
Rommel’s final assault—now rebuilt
with new equipment and intensive
training of raw replacements by the
experienced troops. With three full
infantry divisions and one armored,
the II Corps was now stronger than
most U.S. corps would be for the
duration of the war. In addition to
its full complement, the corps also
received a defensive front reduced in
size with secure flanks and an offensive
mission—driving forward toward the
sea to threaten the Germans’ vulnerable supply lines in their rear—at
the same time Montgomery’s Eighth
Army opened an attack on the enemy’s
front. Despite a poor showing by the
34th Infantry Division at El Guettar,
the corps performed well in March,
rehabilitating itself sufficiently to free
Patton to return to the Seventh Army
and resume the planning for Operation Husky. This allowed his deputy
corps commander, General Bradley,
to take his turn at the wheel.
The attack in southern Tunisia saw
the II Corps “elbowed out” of the Allied line. In order to be in on the final
assault, Bradley successfully lobbied
for a change of front, shifting the corps
north to the extreme left of the Allied
line. This put the corps up against difficult terrain and formidable defenses
guarding the port of Bizerte, Tunisia’s
18
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second-largest city after Tunis, but
with a secure flank on the Mediterranean side. The II Corps again had
four full divisions and Bradley, an
infantry specialist, charged his three
infantry divisions with opening the
Axis defenses so that he could commit
his armor in a breakthrough. Initially,
German defenders stymied all three
infantry divisions, resulting in Bradley
calling a conference of his division
commanders. Here, according to
Colonel Dickson, Bradley’s deft touch
in managing his subordinates was on
full display:
Bradley opened the conclave with
a statement that we were behind
schedule, losing our drive and
sitting down. He asked what the
division commanders proposed to
do about it. He called on Generals
Harmon (1st AD), Allen (1st ID),
Ryder (34th ID) and Eddy (9th
ID) in turn to state their plans. The
natural rivalry between units took
hold and each speaker tried to be
bolder and more aggressive than
his predecessor. Bradley dismissed
them saying, “Gentlemen, I expect
each of you to do exactly what you
have said here.”33

German prisoners of war shown after
their surrender to American troops at
the close of the Tunisian campaign,
May 1943

Within two weeks, American forces
had broken through and captured Bizerte, surprising the British, who took
the main prize of Tunis. Over 200,000
Axis prisoners went into massive Allied prisoner-of-war staging areas,
depriving the enemy of much needed
manpower and inflicting a serious
psychological blow to the Axis cause.
Two months later, the II Corps, still
under Bradley’s command, fought its
way across Sicily, eventually jumping
to the Italian mainland and closing
the war at the foot of the Alps in the
Po Valley.
General Marshall recalled Fredendall home to command the Second
Army, a stateside training billet that
would benefit from the general’s reputation as a skilled instructor and the
combat experience he had acquired
in North Africa; he would never again
hold a combat command. In the interest of promoting positive Allied
relations and winning the war, Fredendall held his tongue until after his
retirement in 1946. But two years later,
unhappy with how he had become as-

sociated with the debacle at Kasserine,
he wrote an article for the Chicago
Tribune hoping to clear his name by
pinning most of the blame on General
Kenneth Anderson. “Gen. Anderson
scattered my command from hell to
breakfast over my 150-mile front. By
direct orders he placed every one of
my units, even down to the battalions
and companies. He never permitted
me to collect my armor into a powerful
mobile striking force.”34
The newspaper wrote Eisenhower
asking him for his thoughts but he
declined to comment, aware of the
futility of refighting old battles. The
episode perhaps speaks to Fredendall’s character and his noted inability
to establish positive working relationships. Despite retiring as a lieutenant
general and having contributed to the
ultimate Allied victory by training
numerous combat divisions rotated
through Second Army, he insisted
on clearing his name and fighting
the “mem-wars.” Ward and Allen,
his principal subordinates, recovered
from their reliefs to command units
late in the war—Ward with the 20th
Armored Division and Allen with the
“Timberwolves” of the 104th Infantry
Division. Truscott and Harmon went
on to successful corps command,
while Patton, Bradley, and Clark all
led armies in combat.

ANALYSIS

Of the four men who commanded
the II Corps in the ten months between
July 1942, when serious planning for
Operation Torch began, and May
1943, when the Axis surrender formally concluded the North African
campaign, Fredendall led the corps the
longest. He assumed command just
over a month before the Torch landings in October 1942 and relinquished
command to Patton after the Kasserine battle in March 1943. While Clark,
Patton, and Bradley were all forceful
personalities who enjoyed significant
battlefield success throughout the war,
Fredendall, despite effectively directing the landings at Oran, became tied
to the failures at Kasserine, and his
career along with the II Corps’ reputation suffered accordingly.

Could one man alone be responsible
for the failures of an organization that
performed well in the early stages of,
as well as after, his tenure in command? Certainly the U.S. Army, with
its institutional focus on leadership
as the arbiter of success and failure
in battle, was inclined to think so.
Certain internal Army biases might
have been at play as well. Eisenhower,
Bradley, Clark, and Patton all graduated from West Point; Fredendall
failed out after his freshman year
because of academic issues, yet he
was later admitted to Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, although he
never graduated. Pinning the defeat at
Kasserine solely on Fredendall, while
highlighting the critical importance
of combat leadership, also made it
easy to gloss over other service failings, such as inadequate doctrine,
inferior equipment, and insufficient
training. Organizationally, purging
Fredendall and some of his staff also
made it easier to rehabilitate the vitally
important corps, the only one in action
against the European Axis at that time.
While Fredendall’s shortcomings as
a commander—from poor working
relationships with superiors and subordinates, to charges of a lack of personal courage—are apparently welldocumented, there were other factors
that contributed to the II Corps losses
at Kasserine. Certainly Fredendall’s
punishment, being “kicked upstairs”
and given a third star, suggests that
Eisenhower and Marshall thought so,
especially when compared with their
ruthless cashiering of failed division
and corps commanders later in the
war. It is worth examining exactly
how the II Corps functioned in their
first test against the Germans, as the
conditions they experienced, in a novel
theater with limited intelligence and a
lack of experienced troops, are certain
to be duplicated for future corps commanders and staff officers as they face
an uncertain foe in an unknown place.
The II Corps’ performance at Kasserine in February 1943 contrasts
sharply with the Torch landings
the previous November—also under
Fredendall’s command, albeit against
a static and much less-capable French
foe—and the final campaigns in

Tunisia. These three periods offer a
constructive lens for assessing corps
performance in combat: the planning
and successful amphibious assault
against a defended shore, one of the
most difficult exercises in land warfare,
the defensive position in what was
supposed to be a quiet and certainly
the secondary area of the front, and
an aggressive drive against a weakened but still dangerous opponent
resulting in the enemy’s capitulation.
Why was the II Corps successful in
the bookend operations, but arguably
a failure (though, it must be noted,
Rommel’s effort to seriously disrupt
or delay the endgame in Tunisia did
not succeed) in the middle one? Four
factors stand out.
First, at both Oran and in the latter
stages of the Tunisian campaign, the
II Corps had an aggressive, offensive
mission, attacking enemy positions
which afforded it the element of surprise in choosing where and how to
fight. At Kasserine, the II Corps ceded
the initiative to one of the better tactical commanders of World War II,
Rommel, who successfully rolled up
the dispersed and isolated positions
the II Corps had been charged with
defending, but lacked adequate troops
to do so successfully.35 According to
one historian this proved a serious
handicap. “For Americans who had
been imbued with an aggressive and
offensive notion during training, the
defensive Battle of Kasserine Pass
imposed a role for which they were
psychologically ill equipped.”36
Second, the enemy troops facing
the Oran landings and the final battles in Tunisia were not the same as
those faced at Kasserine in February.
Weak Vichy French garrison troops
did not conduct a proactive defense
and likely saw their opponents as
potential liberators. Likewise, the
German garrison in April and May
had begun to suffer from serious
logistic shortages, brought about by
a sustained naval and air campaign
against vulnerable lines of communications across the Mediterranean. In
contrast, the German force that hit
the II Corps at Kasserine had been
rebuilt behind the Mareth Line after
a disastrous retreat across Libya, and
19
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failings in the Kasserine battle, these
four factors—mission, enemy, terrain, and troops—as well as the corps
commander’s and staff’s collective
inability to effectively address them
up the chain, must be considered in
any appraisal of American combat
effectiveness in the first battles of
World War II.

CONCLUSION

Given the weight of evidence marshaled against him by both his peers
and posterity, it would seem that
Fredendall’s leadership deficiencies
were a key component of the II Corps’
performance at Kasserine Pass.
Assigning primary importance to
leadership masks other deficiencies,
in corps dispositions, equipment,
and training that Fredendall could
do little to remedy in the short time

before the battle. Ultimately, all he
could do was to respond to the situation as best he could. As Blumenson
observed, “the underlying cause of
the American failure was discrepancy
in numbers between the Allies and
the Axis.”40 Rick Atkinson, author
of an award-winning study of the
Army in North Africa, wrote, “For
years, Fredendall would be castigated
for the poor American showing; like
several of his subordinate commanders, he was overmatched.”41 While the
military response, given the resources
available to him, was likely more than
adequate, the way Fredendall managed the personal relationships, both
with subordinates who had been left
out to dry and superiors who were
largely responsible for it, proved to
be his, and the II Corps’ undoing.
In the end, he was unable to control
much of what was happening around

Generals Eisenhower (right)t and Patton confer at the beginning of the II Corps
offensive in Tunisia
Tunisia, 16 March 1943
1943.
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reinforced by additional units and
equipment, including the new Tiger
tank, rushed across the straits to
Tunisia after Torch. These enemy
forces were probably near their peak
in terms of strength, morale, and effectiveness.
Third, geography favored the II
Corps in its first and third operations.
The objectives were proximate and
the battlespace easily contained with
few opportunities for enemy flanking
attacks. At Kasserine, the chessboard
sprawled across hundreds of miles
isolated by steep mountain ranges and
connected by often impassible roads
during the worst of the North African
rainy season, making it difficult to shift
meager forces to the many threatened
points.
Finally, the II Corps controlled
nearly full divisions with clear unity
of command in the Oran and Bizerte
operations, fighting with one infantry
and most of an armored division (1st
Infantry and 1st Armored Divisions)
at Oran and with three full infantry
and one armored divisions (1st, 9th,
and 34th Infantry and 1st Armored
Divisions) in March and April. In
contrast, in February, Fredendall only
commanded portions of the 1st (two
regiments) and 34th (barely one regiment) Infantry and 1st Armored (two
combat commands) Divisions, as his
army commander, British General
Anderson, detached significant elements of all three divisions to support
French units occupying the seam between the American and British corps
on the line in Tunisia. One American
officer argued, “the generals of three
nations had borrowed, divided, and
commanded one another’s troops
until the troops were never quite certain who was commanding them.”37
Historian Orr Kelly agreed, noting
that much of the blame lay with “Anderson, who, in the opinion of many
American officers, had botched things
by micromanaging Fredendall and his
American corps.”38 Fredendall, not
wishing to cede the initiative to the
Germans, had squandered some of his
strength in aggressive but counterproductive attacks, further weakening
and dispersing his force.39 While in
no way excusing the II Corps’ many

him. The only thing he could control
was how he reacted to it, and how he
let that affect those who worked for
him. And in that, history has found
him wanting.
At the same time, an examination
of the II Corps in the Tunisian battle
reveals a larger degree of patronage
and nepotism than is generally acknowledged in the senior ranks of
the World War II officer corps. In an
organization that was supposed to be
a pure meritocracy, it is surprising
how often connections, mentorsubordinate relationships, and “old
school” ties played a role in hiring
and firing decisions. While these
relationships might be fairly easy to
manage at lower levels, at echelons
above brigade, officers have acquired
both a wide reputation, as well as
substantial networks both within
and across branches, and hiring and
firing decisions are likely to affect
those well beyond the individual
involved. As a result, well-placed
mentors or subordinates can have an
undue influence on personnel decisions, and this pernicious influence
should be guarded against. While
officers always have, and always will
favor proven “known quantities”
over the unknown in personnel decisions, the appearance of favoritism
or fraternization can quickly erode
trust within any organization, crippling its ability to accomplish the
mission. While Eisenhower never
reflected on it publically, personnel
management was likely the most
valuable lesson he learned in the
North African campaign.
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